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Introduction
Vallhund Inu is also focused on increasing the well being of the
climate and that of the inhabitants of the planet. This includes
decentralized finance but most importantly increasing the clean
drinking water standard, because who would want to drink dirty
water?

Why do we do it?
Vallhund Inu is created by a Swedish team that believes that the
overall platform lacks a way of giving back to our society and
climate. A way that can benefit both the socio economic situation
and how we as a crypto community can give back to the place we
all grew up, our earth. We believe that with the help of smart
contracts and different utilities that Vallhund Inu has a great
possibility of creating value for investors but also help investors
be more aware of their climate footprint and help them
compensate for it.

How to do it
We can only succeed if we can gather
a large and strong community of
fellow thinkers. Thinkers, who
understand that it's not about you or
me, it's about us all coming together.
This will be the solution! You who
believes in this also knows that we can
grow strong and create changes for
real if we stick together.
We talk to you!
Join us and support our cause!

About us
Vallhund Inu is a purpose driven De-Fi project with focus on utilities such
as green staking, NFTs, P2E games and dApps. Together with our utilities
we are looking at improving the planet and human well-being by making
donations towards OneTreePlanted and Charitywater to help sustain both a
positive climate perspective and help to improve the clean water drinking
standard on the planet.

What is Green staking?
With our utility Green staking we can
help sustain the climate by planting trees
in exchange of the holder staking their
tokens for an combined Green +
economical APY. By keeping a share of
15% tokens we can create an in-house pool
that pays out rewards monthly to the
stakers in the Green staking program.

Problem solving
We love our planet and all the
creatures that live within. We want
to help preserve the planet for
future generations so they can
enjoy it too. We look at various
projects and solutions that we can
support to create a sustainable
planet and better conditions for
people in socioeconomically
vulnerable areas. Although, the
journey will not end here. We are
constantly taking on new ideas and
improvements to support people
and our beloved planet.

TOKENOMICS
TOKENOMICS
We at Vallhund Inu believe that tokenomics can help
sustain a project's success in multiple ways. For
example by collecting fees that go towards keeping
the liquidity floor stable, the marketing wallet with
funds and rewards flowing to our holders.

Buy 9%

Sell 18%

2% Goes to Liquidity

3% Goes to Liquidity

1% Goes to Buyback

2% Goes to Buyback

4% USDC Rewards

8% USDC Rewards

1% Goes to Marketing

3% Goes to Marketing

1% Goes to Development

2% Goes to Development

Restrictions
Max Buy 4%
Max Sell 0.5%
Max Wallet 4%

Vallhund inu works as a token to help people and planet but at the same
time holders would get rewarded with USDC over time.

Terms explanation
There are many important aspects of a new
thriving project, some of them are tokenomics.

Liquidity
Liquidity helps stabilize the price floor
and helps both increase the overall
token value and keep the chart more
stable overtime by selling half of the tax
towards WBNB and the other half
towards $VHINU creating another
liquidity pair for the token

Marketing + Climate Wallet
Marketing is important in the aspect of
reaching out towards new investors and
people outside of the crypto space. We
believe that a heavy marketing wallet
benefits the holders by keeping a
project a float in a tough environment.
That’s why we have given the marketing
wallet 3% tokens to receive USDC
rewards together with the marketing
fee that pays out in WBNB. A part of the
marketing wallet will always go towards
our focus on climate and clean drinking
water.

Dev
The dev wallet is seen as a tool for the
dev team to compensate for personal
funds being used for the tokens initial
phase and also seen as a small salary for
working hard on the project and
pushing it forward.

Reflections
The reflection or rather reward aspect
of $VHINU is based on USDC which
reflects both on buys and sells for the
holders. The bigger the wallet the
bigger the reward received each hour
(as long as there is volume) Max wallet
is 4% of the total supply except for
wallets related to the dev team for
example wallets for exchanges, Green
staking and similar.

Buyback
The buyback is used to help both keep
the chart stable but also being used as a
hype tool for the token. It can be
triggered based on sell action or be
triggered manually to buy tokens and
send them to the burn wallet and in
theory increase the value per token by
doing so. The WBNB used to buy the
token would get added into the liquidity
pool increasing the price floor.

Max functions

Max wallet, Max buy & Max sell.
We have 3 functions implemented into our
smart contract that lets us control in a sense
three things. For example max wallet which is
the maximum amount of tokens being able to
be held in one wallet.
This helps spread out the reflections more
evenly between the holders instead of having
multiple wallets that can hold 10-15% which
would eat up a huge part of these rewards.

The utility wallet holds over 4% but is not
entitled to any reflections.

Max buy per transaction is always 4% since
there is no reason to put this function at any
other number since the max wallet function
says that one wallet only can hold 4% of the
total supply.
We have limited the max sell to 0,5% to slow
down people trying to dump their tokens and
by also having a sell tax of 18% we get lovely
reflections for holders and marketing for the
project.

Allocation
Total Supply 100B
20% Will be locked, incase we need more
tokens for things such as staking, exchanges
or other developments. Hopefully the 15% is
enough, and we will be able to burn it
instead. 5% will be locked for 1 month and
15% will be locked for 3 months. If we want to
burn 5% in a month for example.
10% goes to the Liquidity pool which will be
locked on Pancakeswap.
35.6% goes to an Airdrop for the old active
holders at BigSwede. Since Vallhund Inu is a
rebrand of BigSwede the old active users
that have sent in their tokens for the
liquidity pool will get a share of the new
contract token + a small bonus of 15% extra
on their tokens sent. We also hosted a
"private sale", so 6.9 of the 35.6 will be
airdropped to those who bought the "private
sale".
16.4% Will be burnt upon launch.

15% goes to the utility of Vallhund
Inu At Vallhund Inu we will have
plenty of utilities such as Green
staking + P2E games that require us
to have tokens to use as rewards but
also we have to have a certain
percentage of tokens for future
exchanges.

3% Marketing
By giving the marketing wallet 3%
the marketing can thrive by
receiving an extra amount of USDC
towards marketing while at the
same time keeping 3% safe from the
overall supply selloff.

Below is a pie chart showing our percentage splits

https://bscscan.com/token/

Road Map
Q1

First NFT's
Green staking
Calculator
Partnership
Mint to plant
Expand team

Q2

Q3

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Website
Whitepaper
Private sale
Launch
Rewards dashboard

Q4

Play to earn game
Metaverse
TBD
TBD
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